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Agenda
12.00

Registration, lunch and networking

13.00

Welcome
Jodie Giles, senior project manager – communities, Regen

13.20

The flexibility in local energy
Ray Arrell, senior project manager, Regen

13.40

Steps towards local energy
Pete Capener, co-founder and managing director, Bath and West Community Energy

14.00

Community microgrids
Damon Rand, co-founder and head of product development, Clean Energy Prospector

Agenda
14.20

Refreshment break

14.50

Transition from Distribution Network Operator (DNO) to Distribution System Operator (DSO)
Matt Watson, innovation and low carbon networks engineer, Western Power Distribution

15.10

Peer to Peer trading, blockchain and gardening
Afsheen Rashid, co-founder and director, Repowering London

15.30

Interactive workshop sessions
Four sessions, each lasting 20 minutes then rotate:

16.50

Workshop feedback and closing comment
Jodie Giles, senior project manager – communities, Regen

17.00

Close

Interactive Workshops
Flexibility
Matt Watson and Ray Arrell

Post Feed-in-Tariff projects
Afsheen Rashid and Damon Rand

Local supply
Pete Capener and Jodie Giles

Exchange ideas
Hannah Stanley and Ky Hoare

Future Events
EV and Electricity System Forum
Burges Salmon, London, 19 March
This forum brings together organisations engaged in the
electric vehicle revolution with those involved in the
electricity system to discuss the challenges and
opportunities from the growth of the electric vehicle
market.
Read more

Digital Technologies Revolutionising the Energy Sector
Foot Anstey, Bristol, 28 March
This forum will explore the opportunities of the digital
transformation of the energy sector, with specific focus on
data and how we can effectively use vital data assets to
bring about the digital revolution.
Read more

Solar and Storage Developer Forum
Osborne Clarke, Bristol, 30 May
Regen’s solar and storage developer forum brings
together leading players in the sector with key policy
makers and regulators to discuss how to enable large
scale solar to become a successful and sustainable sector
playing a key role in the UK’s energy future and
decarbonisation targets.
Read more

Electricity Storage Network Annual Symposium
Osborne Clarke, London, 4 June
The Electricity Storage Network is holding its annual
symposium, bringing together the storage and renewable
worlds to debate solutions to the most pressing
challenges facing the industry and achieve the right
societal and economic model to allow industries to
flourish.
Read more

Thank you for coming
Don’t forget to fill in your feed back form

